ENCORE CONFERENCE

“The Impact of Conservation-Restoration Education on the Development of the Profession” Conference - 23 May 2018

• Program

• information on hotels and transportation
Papers
Contributions should be sent to the
ENCoRE Secretariat by e-mail

ENCoRE or its Board is not responsible for the accuracy
of statements made by authors and does not necessarily
subscribe to their views.
Welcome
Welcome to the ENCoRE Newsletter 1 / 2018!

You will find here information about the ENCoRE 2018 Conference which will take place on 23 May, exactly 20 years after the founding day of ENCoRE in Copenhagen. The conference will be followed by the 12th General Assembly of ENCoRE.

It will be a great pleasure to have both events at the premises of the CCR (Centro Conservazione Restauro Venaria Reale), with the hospitality of our new Member SUSCOR (Struttura Universitaria in Scienze per la Conservazione, Restauro e Valorizzazione dei Beni Culturali) in Turin. The Board expresses its sincere thanks to the hosts to be given this splendid opportunity!

Note: The CCR (Centro Conservazione Restauro Venaria Reale) is located somewhat outside the center of Turin.

See you in Turin!

Wolfgang Baatz
The Impact of Conservation-Restoration Education on the Development of the Profession

ENCORE Conference
at SUSCOR, “La Venaria Reale”, Turin Italy 23.5.2018

Programme

8.30 Registration
9.00 Welcome and opening

Keynote lecture -
History of ENCoRE
René Larsen and Wolfgang Baatz

9.40 – 10.30 2 papers + discussion:
Conservation research and the role of a doctorate programme in conservation-restoration
Oscar Chiantore and Diego Elia

On kill-or-cure remedy, aesthetics and approaches to cleaning of weathered paintings by Edvard Munch
Tomas Markevicius

10.30 – 11.00 Break
11.00 – 12.15 3 papers + discussion
IIC’s Student & Emerging Conservator Conferences 2010 to 2018: reviewing a recently developed model for education and development in the profession
Graham Voce

And after the master’s? Some issues regarding the access to the profession of conservator-restorer in Portugal
António João Cruz and Teresa Desterro

The impact of education and research on the conservation-restoration of stucco decorations
Giacinta Jean

12:15 – 14:00 Lunch

14.00 – 15.15 3 papers + discussion
Sharing experiences to promote good practice: training program for curator and conservator students at the INP
Jane Echinard and Annaig Châtain

State of the art: the continued need for creative learning activities in conservation-restoration courses at University level
Adrian Heritage

Conservation Training in Europe: what have we lost - what have we gained?
Theocharis Katrakazis

15.15 – 15.45 Break
15.45 – 17.00 3 papers + discussion
Learning to Learn about Conservation: Face-to-Face and Online Experiences
Shabnam Inanloo Dailoo, Kras-simira Frangova, Aleksandra Nikolić and Katriina Similä

Sustainability in Conservation: The Sustainability Trend in Higher Education
Mariana Escamilla-Martínez and Caitlin Southwick

Street art conservation: Non-formal education for informal art
Maria Chatzidakis

17.00 Closing

Reception and Poster Session
List of hotels in Venaria Reale and in Turin

1. CASCINA DI CORTE
via Amedeo Castellamonte n.2 - Venaria
tel: +390114593278
www.cascinadicorte.it
near CCR
***

2. HOTEL STAZIONE REALE
viale Roma n.20 - Venaria
tel: +390114597354
www.hotelstazionereale.it
300 meters from the CCR and near station for airport
**

3. RESIDENCE IL FRUTTETO
via Andrea Mensa n.35 - Venaria
tel: +390114598387
www.bed-and-breakfast.it/it/piemonte/residence-il-frutteto-venaria-reale/45583
in the center of Venaria b&b

4. LA PICCOLA CORTE
via Boschis 3 - Venaria
tel: +393925432826
www.bed-and-breakfast.it/it/piemonte/la-piccola-corte-venaria-reale/35326
in the center of Venaria b&b

5. L’ARCOLAIO
via Boglione 3 - Venaria
tel: +393385693237
www.bed-and-breakfast.it/it/piemonte/larcolaio-venaria-reale/41389
in the center of Venaria b&b

6. ART HOTEL BOSTON
via Massena 70 - Torino
tel: +39011500359
www.hotelbostontorino.it
in the center of Turin
****

7. HOTEL VICTORIA
via Nino Costa n.4 - Torino
tel: +390115611909
www.hotelvictoria-torino.com
in the center of Turin
****

8. HOTEL DES ARTISTES
via Principe Amedeo n.21 - Torino
tel: +390118124416
www.desartisteshotel.it
in the center of Turin
***

9. HOTEL DOGANA VECCHIA
via Corte d’Appello n.4 - Torino
tel: +390114366752
www.hoteldoganavecchia.com
in the center of Turin
***

10. BEST QUALITY HOTEL GRAN MOGOL
via Guarini n.2 - Torino
tel: +390115612120
bestqualityhotel.it/ita/hotel-torino-centro.php
in the center of Turin
***

(CCR is for Centro Restauro e Conservazione “La Venaria Reale”)

Hotels/B&B from # 1 to 5 are at Venaria and are appropriate for people who intend to sleep at Venaria; the CCR is reachable on foot.

Hotels from # 6 to 10 are in the City centre of Turin and are destined to the people who are also interested in visiting the city during the late afternoons and evenings.
Location and transport

Location
The CCR (Centro Conservazione Restauro Venaria Reale) is located somewhat outside the center of Turin.

SUSCOR c/o Centro Conservazione e Restauro dei Beni Culturali "La Venaria Reale"
via XX Settembre 18, 10178 Venaria Reale (Turin) - ITALY

Transportation from Turin city centre to Venaria Reale (and way back)

- The fastest connection is the "Venaria Express" shuttle bus: 30-40’ from the bus stops in Piazza Castello or Porta Susa (train station) to the entrance of the Reggia di Venaria. Timetable: http://www.gtt.to.it/cms/risorse/turismo/pdf/orario_venaria_express.pdf
- Alternative: take the connection to the airport from Porta Susa (Dora Express shuttle bus to Stazione Dora + SFMA train, runs every 30’) and exit at the Venaria station. The CCR can be reached from the Venaria station with a 10’ walk along Via Mensa.
- Other regular lines connect Torino and Venaria; in particular bus lines 11 and 72; we suggest to search for the best option with the "Plan a journey” function on http://www.gtt.to.it/cms/en/ setting the destination as "Via XX Settembre 18, Venaria Reale”.

Transportation from Turin airport to Venaria Reale (and way back)

- SFMA train offers a direct connection between Venaria and the airport. Timetable: http://www.sfmtorino.it/le-linee-sfm/sfma-torino-aeroporto-ceres/
The conference is open to all interested

There is no conference fee, but due to organisational reasons it necessary to register for the Conference before Thursday 17 May

Register by sending the following information by email to conference@ENCoRE-edu.org

Name _________________________________________________________________
Institution _________________________________________________________________
Member of ENCoRE [ ]
Partner of ENCoRE [ ]
Student (incl ph.d.) [ ]
Speaker [ ]

Contact email _________________________________________________________________